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Wednesday
Sept. 23, 2009 - 6:30

Sapperton
Pensioners' Hall

318 Keary St.,
New Westminster

NEXT MEETING
Forum on Form & Finish:-

No session this month

Focus on Fundamentals:-
No session this month

Tech Talk Table:-
No session this month

First Half Of Meeting:-
REGISTRATION

Main Event:- Presenter: Marco Berera - 
Turning a PENGUIN - 'Moody'

September Food Providers:-
Melanie Mankameyer, Jay Mapson, Russ 
Martin, Robert D. McConnell, Peter McLaren, 
Lorne McMillan, Maarten Meerman, Norman 
Mould, Lorne Nelson

October Food Suppliers:-
Bill Olsen, Gregg Parsons, Ludger Paus, Ross 
Pilgrim, Ed Pretty, Alden Roberge, Art Rock, 
Lance Rossington.

by Dennis Cloutier
As mentioned in the last newsletter, 
Tania Radda is coming in early 
October to do a demonstration and 
class. Tania is a trained artist, she 
has a masters degree in Fine Arts in 
sculpture in wood, and has an 
extensive background in surface 
enhancements, as well as years of 
teaching experience. Tania’s work is 
inspired by nature, but it has a 
cartoonish, surreal quality which is 
inspired by her love of cartoons and 
fantasy.

Some of her work is amusing, 
and some of it is just wild

But, all of it shows 
great technical skill

She knows how to make wood do 
exactly what she wants it to, and 
she’ll be sharing some of that with us 
in October. You can see her work on 
her website at www.taniaradda.com.
She will be doing a demonstration 
starting at 9:30 on Saturday, 
October 3rd at the Sapperton 
Pensioners hall. She is going to show 
us a slide show of some of her work 

and then she is going to turn and 
carve a small bird’s head. She will 
demonstrate surface decoration 
using texturing as well as the 
addition of colour, using pencils and 
air brushing. Finally, she is planning 
on demonstrating the use of 
compwood, which is a processed 
wood that can be bent cold. This is a 
modified wood that she uses to make 
the bent parts of her pieces.
On Sunday the 4th she will be 
teaching a hands on class at Island 
Woodcraft. Students in the hands-on 
class will be able to pick her brain as 
well as learn some special carving, 
texturing, and colouring skills. The 
class can go in many directions, 
depending on the particular interests 
of the students.
The people in the class will learn how 

Tania Radda Demo and Class
Oct. 3 & 4, 2009

continued on page 2

LILY
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to work from a model. To this end, students should 
select and bring in a model - something that you 
would like to replicate in wood. This model can have 
turned elements or none at all. (Some ideas for a 
model are: a pair of glasses, a tool, an artichoke, an 
apple, a can of soda, a baseball, gears. Make sure it 
is not too complicated and does not have too many 
details. Use your imagination!) To do this, you'll also 
need to bring along whatever carving tools you have 
such as carving chisels, Dremel-type rotary tools 
plus any attachments, bits, and sanding sleeves.
The class will also learn how to use compwood. 
Tania will show the class how to prepare the wood, 
bend it, shape it, and assemble it.
Beyond that, please bring in some pieces that you 

DEMO & CLASS

Tania Radda  - Oct. 3rd and 4th 2009
are currently working on for critique or help (or 
both), and be ready to have fun.
Tania is using some very creative methods and 
materials, so even if you don’t plan on doing any 
work as fanciful and complex as hers, you should 
find something you can use in her methods. This 
should be a fascinating demo and class.

continued from page 7

IN TIMEORANGE SPICE

Contact Bruce Campbell at bvcampbell@telus.net if you’re interested in the class.
It is likely to fill up quickly

Here it is September and once again it is 
registration time for another fun and 
educational year with the Guild. Don't forget 
that the September meeting is registration for 
the upcoming year. The $40 membership fee 
is a bargain, giving you access to a number 
of fine demonstrations, great fellowship, a 
library, Turning 101 and lots of other fun 
things. Bring along a cheque or cash and we 
will sign you up!

- Claudia

Membership
Registration

For 2009 - 2010 by Bruce Campbell

Bruce Campbell maintains a list of emails of Guild 
members who want to be informed of wood 
(usually free) that comes available. When we get 
calls about green wood Bruce emails out the 
details to everyone on the Wood List.  If you want 
to be added to the list let Bruce know and if you 
hear about wood becoming available send him the 
details at bvcampbell@telus.net or call him at 
604-944-3028 Do you ever get a call from 
someone with wood they want to get rid of? Let 
Bruce know so he can distribute the information.

GVWG WOOD LIST
Do You Want Access
To Free Wood?
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Welcome To Another Year Of Turning With 
The Greater Vancouver Woodturners Guild

A suggestion has been made that the treats provided at 
meetings could be varied somewhat, i.e.; juices, cheese or 
whatever. 
I think it is up to those who are bringing things, but the 
food contribution need not be sweets. I remember some-
body once brought smoked salmon and cream cheese on 
slices of baguette that were outstandingly popular!

See you at the meeting.

PRESIDENT'S COLUMN:- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

September is membership renewal month, so come 
prepared to sign up and pay up. Without your 

support, we cannot provide all those good things you 
have come to expect from the Guild. 

It looks like it is going to be another busy year. First on 
the agenda is Tania Radda, an artist who has embraced a 
new material, compwood, and created something 
completely different. Make sure you mark your calendar 
for her demonstration on October 3, and class on 
October 4. See the article below for more information. If 
you are interested in her class, contact Bruce Campbell 
to sign up. The next big thing on the horizon is the 
Wood Show in October, running from the 15th to the 
18th in Abbotsford. As usual, this is one of THE places 
where we strut our stuff, show people the fascinating 
world we inhabit, inspire others to dare to dream, follow 
in our footsteps, and incidentally join the Guild. As 
such, I do hope that each of you will sign up for a shift 
of turning or talking. New members inject new blood 
into the Guild – without them we become stale. 

Each of these events can spark an idea, leading you off 
into a new direction. It may be difficult to see where 
these new ideas will take you. However, I am a firm 
believer that, with time, the ideas provided by our guest 
demonstrators or by interaction with others at events 
like the Wood Show will percolate through your 
subconscious, and lead you somewhere new. After all, 
how many of us can say that the idea for something 

came to them in a dream, or a dull meeting, or in some 
other bolt of lightening? Most of our work is the result 
of evolution, changing one aspect here, another aspect 
there, and eventually leading to the body of work that 
causes people to say “WOW”. 

I hope that in addition to the event listed above, you 
will take the time to come see the Circle Craft Gallery 
show of the current work of myself and Dennis 
Cloutier, at Circle Craft on Granville Island, until 
September 29. You never know – our work may 
percolate through your subconscious and lead you to 
something great.

September President’s Challenge:-

HOLES - Interpretable topic

Whatever this means to you!

Woodturners Get Together In Surrey
by Allan Cusworth
On Wednesday, August 19, Gary Cormier invited over a few GVWG and FVWG woodturners to demonstrate 
pen turning for Eldy Gandy who came from Pender Harbour. This was a perfect excuse to get together and talk 
about our favourite passion! The fellowship was fantastic.
Thanks Gary and his wife Judy for hosting Bill Cowan, Colin Delory, Bob Gonzalez, Bill Olsen, Terry Horne, 
and myself. Judy prepared some of the most delicious hamburgers, and salad ever made. Bob said he had 
slaved over a hot stove all morning to make the delicious carrot cake that he brought. I think Eleanor had her 
hand in it. Thank you folks!
We started with some informal discussion as people arrived. Gary described some of the tools and techniques 
he uses. He showed some of the unique pens he has created. Great work Gary. After a couple of hours of 
informal chit-chat, and a wonderful lunch, Bill Cowan started up the lathe an proceeded to turn out a beautiful 
Corian Slim-Line pen which he presented to Eldy; hopefully to encourage him to take up making them himself 
when he gets some of the tools needed.
All in all, it was a special time for woodturning friends to get together and talk shop while helping one of our 
friends get a little more information about turning.
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JUNE MEETING 

Tech Talk Table Report
by Bruce Campbell

At our last meeting 
before the summer 
break we held the first 
Tech Talk session. Tech 
Talk is a place to talk 
about “how” whether it 
be “How do I do this?” 
or “This is how I did 
this.” We had an 
excellent group for our 

first session. Here is a summary of the discussion:
Someone had just gathered some Holly and wanted 
to know how to treat it. We talked about how the 
wood does streak with grey if left too long and it 
warps and cracks a lot. It also stains easily in contact 
with metal or your hands but this can be treated with 
vinegar or lemon juice. We all agreed that it needed 
to be milled or rough turned quickly. If it is milled 
into planks it should be stickered and weighted in 
hopes of keeping it from warping too badly while it 
dries. But what if it is roughed to bowl blanks?
This led us to a fairly long discussion of how to 
manage green wood; in particular the step of 
“holding” the wood until you have time to get to it.
The best way to preserve wood is to leave it 
standing. We had lots of wood offers this summer 
through the Guild Wood List but it was so hot that 
most of the wood cracked within days. It would have 
been much better to leave the wood standing at least 
until the Fall if not the Winter. If that is impossible the 
next best way is to keep the timber under water - 
preferably flowing water. Otherwise, be sure to use 
bleach to keep the mold and the mosquitoes at bay. 
If it is a fairly stable species like our Western Maple it 
can be stored reasonably well in lengths 4 or 5 times 
the diameter standing on end in a cool, dry spot out 
of direct sunlight.
We then talked about treating methods to reduce 
cracking and speed drying. This includes boiling, 
steaming, micro-waving, turning thin and allowing it 
to warp, etc. There is quite a lot of information on 
these methods including an article I wrote in our own 
2009 award-winning newsletter (see March 2006 for 
an overview of treatment methods).

Next, a member had been trying to use a pyrography 
pen to write on Locust and was getting very “spotty” 
results. This often happens in timbers with significant 
density differences between early and late growth as 
is the case with Locust. One thing that helps is to 
sharpen your burning nib so that you are “cutting” as 
well as burning. Another is to use a burner that 
delivers lots of juice – over 100 watts. This is more to 
keep the nib at a constant temperature that to get it 
really hot. Even then, woods like Locust will give you 
grief. Another technique for writing is to use a high-
speed turbine hand tool similar to a dentist’s drill. 
There are a number of industrial models available 
with a variety of burrs. If you want to do lots of 
writing on wood it is worth considering.
We then had a brief discussion of ways to highlight 
engraving. I use paint and sand back, paint pens, 
and even wax fillers used in picture framing. Play 
around with it and if you find something that really 
works tell us about it.

Use coffee or any other spice you can 
steal from the kitchen with CA glue for 
filling cracks and voids

Our final discussion was about filling cracks and 
voids. We talked about CA glue with fillers like brass 
key cuttings, coffee (or any other spice you can steal 
from the kitchen), wood dust, etc. Be careful when 
filling deep pockets. It is best to do it is several layers 
as CA glue dries from the skin inward and deep 
pockets can take a LONG time to dry. Also, avoid 
accelerators as they can cause the glue to foam up 
and turn milky. Still it is a quick method and can give 
interesting results.
Another filler is epoxy. It has the advantage of drying 
chemically so the whole mass sets up quickly and it 
can be coloured with oil-based paints. I warned 
against sanding problems with the glue melting and 
streaking but a member pointed out that epoxy can 
be 'set' with heat. Just put it in the oven at 170F for 
10 minutes or so and the glue will become much 
harder; a neat trick, indeed. Just don’t try it around 
dinnertime

~ Thanks to all that participated in Tech Talk ~
Our next session will be during the next one-speaker evening which I 
think will be October. Please gather up your turning questions and 
answers and join us then.

Bruce Campbell
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by Gregg Parsons & Merv Graham

We knew it was time. Merv was getting that twitch in 
his eye; I was getting that tick in the neck and we 
both were getting that wander lust. The call of the 
forest was loud and clear. So, in mid-July we packed 
up the lathe, tools, generator and tent trailer and 
headed out. Little did we know it was going to be 
southern BC’s record setting heat wave but then we 
were going into the mountains - how hot could it get!
We arrived late in the afternoon and set up camp five 
and a half hours north of Vancouver at Birkenhead 
Lake. It’s a beautiful spot set in the Coast Mountains. 
It was stinking hot - 38°C and not a breath of air but 
we were fresh and raring to go. After camp was set 
up, we had the compulsory beverage or two which 
blended into junk food hour which melded into 
happy hour then dinner - deli-BBQchicken, potato 
salad and the dreaded veggies.
It was during this setup and relaxation time we 
noticed that there were an inordinate number of flies. 
Oh well we were fresh and raring to go and they 
seemed to disappear around 9:00 PM.
Sunday morning started at 7:00 AM with coffee, 
polish breakfast sausages and eggs ala Merv and all 
the other people pulling out of the campsite heading 
home. Guess they had to go to work or something. 

So after the dishes were done we fired up the gen; I 
turned while Merv started a new piece called 'Winter 
Trees'.
By 9:30 the flies had finished their morning chores 
and went exploring only to find us. By 10:00 it was a 
full on frontal assault.
Now you must understand that both Merv and I have 
over the years, spent a lot of time in the bush; hiking, 
working, teaching outdoor education, hunting or 
fishing and neither of us can remember torment like 
this. It was unbelievable. While Merv was sitting 
doing some texturing and I do not exaggerate when I 
say the ground around him was significantly black 
with remnants of dead flies from him swatting. 
Turning was an interesting exercise. Picture starting 
that finish cut; the coup de grâce of the days turning; 
its perfect and you don’t want to stop. You have a 
couple flies under your glasses going for your eye, 
another one trying to go up your nose, one 
wandering around your ear wondering where that 
hole goes, 4 or 5 more bombarding your legs with hit 
and run tactics 2 of which have decided to become 
carnivores and are biting! Finishing that cut standing 
one legged, shooing flies with the other and shaking 
your head violently certainly takes turning to a whole 
new level. Keep in mind that it was 40° and not a 
breath of wind so putting pants on would result in 
heat stroke.
We wrapped up working for the day with the 
prescribed junk food hour, happy hour and elk 
steaks and roasted potatoes on the Barbie and 
BBQ’d peaches with whipped cream for finishers. 
That morning we realized we were out of pepper. 
After all cooking without pepper is like boiling eggs 
without water. I remembered that I had seen a couple 
1976 Peugeot grinders in the bottom of my turning

Shavings or dishes - Such choices Ninja Fly Defense

continued 
on page 6

Birkenhead Lake set in the Coast Mountains

WHAT WE DID ON OUR SUMMER VACATION

Birkenhead Turning Junket
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WHAT WE DID ON OUR SUMMER VACATION

Camping Time Used For Needed Research
continued from page 5

bag and I knew I had pepper corns somewhere in the 
kit and voilà . . . fresh ground pepper in time for the 
steaks.
Now Merv and I belong to another guild of sorts . . . 
well it is a not so secret whiskey society. We are 
presenting a tasting in April 2010 of Irish Whiskeys 
and used this camping time to do some much 
needed research. We rolled into bed feeling that we 
had had a good day.
The next day, after coffee and a feast of blueberry 
pancakes, we headed for the equipment. Merv 
turned and I did some seated work. And yes the flies 
returned with a couple more battalions and 
reinforcements. We struggled through another day of 
38° plus heat and still no air movement. I learned a 
valuable lesson too; never swat flies with a running 
Dremel in your hand . . . wrist piercings are not my 
forté – good thing I heal quickly!
In the early afternoon we decided to go down to the 
beach area just to get away. Low and behold very 
few flies … WOW …but it was about 46° in the shade 
and no air movement. We went back, got our swim 
gear, and went for a cooling swim. The cool water 
was wonderful; getting the sweat washed off can sure 
change your mood. Maybe not having sweaty skin 
the flies will leave us alone. HA – not a chance!
After the prescribed ‘hours’ and a dinner of spaghetti 
with thick rich meat sauce (my secret recipe) and 
smoked ribs, we retired to do more “Irish research”.
I awoke the next morning (Tues) to the smell of 
coffee, scramble eggs and bratwursts cooking. Ah 

this is the life. With food over, we hit the power tools 
early. Another frustrating day combating the flies 
(the movie rights are for sale); another swim and 
moose stew for dinner. The flies were starting to take 
their toll on us. We weren’t so raring to go anymore. 
By now we were both thinking it but neither wanted 
to say it . . . we’d had enough of the constant 
onslaught of flies. It was time to pack up and run. So 
ended our trip to woods for this year, a couple days 
early and vowing never go back to that place again.
We did manage to get some things completed 
though (See the collection below).
Not sure where we’ll be off to next year but if anyone 
would like to join us we’d be happy to discuss the 
criteria with you.

Our Birkenhead Collection

Freshly ground pepper from freshly made grinders

Merv's turn to dance around the bugs
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by Allan Cusworth
A big thank you goes out to Ed & Arlene Pretty for 
hosting our GVWG Summer Picnic at their beautiful 
home in North Langley on July 4. They went all out 

GVWG SUMMER PICNIC - JULY 4, 2009

Great Location - Great Hospitality
in preparing for our very successful outing and their 
efforts are appreciated.
Although there was not a lathe in sight, many people 
“turned” out for a competitive game of Bocce in the 
front yard, and teams didn’t “turn” any ankles at the 
washer toss area in the back yard.
Ed has a fantastically equipped workshop and many 
of the guys were given the grand tour. Some of us 
noticed a burl in a tree in Ed’s backyard. Ed says it’s 
being watched and maybe it will become a bowl in a 
few years.
The turnout for the BBQ lunch was great and all who 
attended agreed that it was a good idea to gather at 
a social event with our significant others and just 
relax and enjoy each other’s company. 
The event was a great success and that was largely 
due to the efforts of Ed and Arlene.
Thanks again for your hospitality.

Good Fun Playing/Watching Bocce & Washer Toss

As referee,
Ed had bat ready for sports players bad behaviour
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JUNE EVENT:- NEIL ELMER

Band Saw Tune-up
by Allan Cusworth

Neil Elmer’s presentation about set-up and main-
tenance of this machine was very appropriate for our 
group. Neil’s series of slides and personal expe-
riences made his presentation very personal to all of 
us.
Neil explained the set-up and adjustment procedure 
to get the most accurate setting from each part of 
the machine. It is important set-up the saw and to 
keep it adjusted correctly.
He said that stopping the buildup of sawdust between 
the tires and wheels will reduce blade misalignment 
and drifting cuts. If your saw does not have brushes 
on the wheels to keep the tires free of sawdust, make 
a set from tooth brushes. Heat and bend the handles, 
and drill holes in them to mount them so they will 
brush away the dust from both tire/wheel areas.
Here are some of the set-up topics covered; keep the 
saw level, seal polish the table to prevent rust from 
forming, check the tires and wheels, make sure the 
tires are aligned, check that the blade guides are in 
good shape and correctly adjusted. Neil explained 
ways to perform adjustments on these vital parts.
It is important to keep the blade is tracking correctly 
and that it has the appropriate tension, particularly 
each time the blade is changed. The tensioning and 
tracking adjustment knobs on the back of the saw 

are for increasing or decreasing the tension and 
adjusting the angle of the top wheel tilts that wheel to 
adjust the tracking. The blade should always run in 
the centre of each wheel/tire.
Make sure the table is square to the blade with a 
combination square and the adjustment bolts under 
the table.
The guide blocks, solid or bearing type, need to be 
adjusted so that they run about .004” away from the 
blade (thickness of a five dollar bill). The top and 
bottom thrust bearings should be adjusted so that 
they are about .015” away from the blade (a five dol-
lar bill doubled). The blade should run on the outer 
race of the bearing.
Using the correct blade for the cut being made is 
important. Neil discussed blade terminology, spac-
ing, and the three basic tooth types - regular, skip 
tooth and hook tooth. A rough rule of thumb is to 
use a blade with 3 teeth cutting the wood, (ie 3 teeth 
at once in the wood) When cutting a curve, the cor-
rect blade width can be selected from charts and dia-
grams that are readily available. These show the cor-
rect number of TPI (teeth per inch) and blade width.
Neil asked for experiences and comments from the 
group. Bruce Campbell recommended that a differ-
ent blade should be used for cutting curves and for 
sawing straight cuts.
Neil stressed cutting safety; always use a “V” block 
to cut rounds. Being aware of the sounds, vibrations 
and the quality of cuts will indicate if the machine 
needs adjusting or a if parts are worn. Learn to rec-
ognize these and your bandsaw work will be more 
satisfying.
Neil also suggested sources for further information, 
one of which is www.allbandsawblades.com

Thank you, Neil, for a very informative presentation.

Neil Elmer 

The Greater Vancouver Woodturners Guild 
would like to thank KMS Tools for their 
contributions to our monthly meetings.  The 
items they have provided as prizes for our 
Instant and President’s Challenge Galleries 
draws, and other special occasions, are very 
much appreciated.
Also, if members of the Guild sign up in the 
KMS Club by providing your phone number at 
any store, our Guild receives a credit of 1% of 
the value of your purchases towards the 
purchase of tools and supplies for the Guild. 
And, members also benefit by getting an 
immediate discount of up to 30% on each 
purchase on regular priced items. How’s that 
for a deal!
We thank KMS for being a valuable part of our 
Guild’s successful operation. It is suppliers like 
this who help keep our organization thriving.

Thank You KMS Tools!

Page 8
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by: Dennis Cloutier
I’m teaching a class at 
Lee Valley Tools in early 
October. So I put 
together a procedure 
write up for it. I thought 
you lot might find it 
interesting, so here it is.
In spite of its higher 
cost, the CrushGrind is 
my favorite pepper mill 
mechanism. It uses 
ceramic burrs, which last longer than steel or, 
worse yet, plastic. The ceramic is actually harder 
and more wear resistant than steel, so it can handle 
salt, which is too hard for steel mechanisms. This 
mechanism also eliminates the need for a steel 
knob on top of the mill, which I like. Finally, the 
Crushgrind has detents on the grind adjustment 
mechanism. This means it clicks when you move 
it, and as a result it tends to stay in adjustment, 
instead of drifting like some of the others I’ve tried. 
The only down side for the craftsman is that it is a 
LOT more expensive, but, given the labour that 
goes into making a pepper mill it makes sense to 
use the best materials you can.
I have no business relationship with the CrushGrind 
people, and I’m not getting any money for saying 
this. But, if anyone from the manufacturer is read-
ing this, feel free to send money.
I use the Shaft version of the mechanism. They 
also make one that doesn’t have a shaft, but I have 
yet to come up with a mill design that I really like 
that uses this mechanism.
This is my “home” method of making pepper mills. 
It is quite similar to the method described by Nick 
Cook in his article from American Woodturner 
magazine, but I have changed a few things to 
accommodate the CrushGrind mechanism. My pro-
duction method is a little different because I had 
some custom tooling made to increase my output. 
This is only worth doing if you’re going to make a 
lot of mills, so I’m not going to explain it here.
Roughing Out
1. Select a blank about 12” long and 2 1/2” to 3” 
square. For the 10” mechanism, which is the most 
common, the maximum length of the pepper mill 
body is 9 1/2”. Longer than that and the shaft will 
not insert into the cap all of the way. One of the 
nice things about this mechanism is that it is easy 
to shorten (more about that later). I usually make 

MY HOME METHOD

Turning A CrushGrind Pepper Mill
my bodies shorter, just because I like the propor-
tions better, and it is more likely to fit in your 
kitchen cabinet. I usually make the cap height 
about the same size as the diameter. Don’t forget to 
allow 1/2” or so in the blank size for the tenons.
2. Mount the blank between centers and round it 
up. Mark the joint, and part into the blank for a 
tenon on the top end of the body. Turn another 
tenon on the top end of the cap and square up the 
bottom of the body.
3. Part most of the way through at the joint 
mark. Finish off the cut with a hand saw.
4. Mount your body part (of the pepper mill I 
mean) in your chuck so that the bottom end faces 
the tail stock. Make a small center mark with the 
point of a skew. This will give the drill a starting 
point and help it run a little straighter. Drill a 1 3/4” 
hole 3/4” deep. Drill a 1 1/2” hole another 1 5/16” 
deep (for a total depth of 1 11/16”). Both of these 
holes can be drilled a little deeper for safety if 
you’re the nervous type. Drill a 1 1/32” hole as 
deep as you can. You’ll probably have to back it 
out a few times to clear shavings. If you have a 
long enough drill bit, drill all the way through. That 
will let you skip step 5. You can use a 1 1/16” bit if 
you like, but you will get slightly more slop 
between the cap and the body of the mill once 
assembled.
5. Remove the body from the chuck, flip it 
around and expand the chuck into the cavity. If you 
have pin jaws, use them here. Mark a small center 
point on the blank using a skew and finish the hole 
from step 4 using the same drill bit. Carefully turn 
away your tenon. Try for a clean cut here.
6. Mount the cap in the chuck so that the bottom 
faces the tail stock. Make a small center mark 
using a skew. Drill a 7/8” diameter hole 1 3/4” 
deep, or a little deeper.
7. Mount a piece of scrap wood in the chuck and 
turn a jam chuck for the body. Make a tenon to 
snugly, but not too snugly fit the 1 3/4 hole in the 
bottom of the mill. Make the tenon longer than 3/4” 
so that it will bottom out in the hole and leave you 
access to the bottom of the mill. Use a cone center 
in the tail stock to hold the mill in place against the 
jam chuck. Turn the body to whatever shape you 
want. You can profile the top of the mill, but to 
avoid cutting into your cone center you’ll have to 
leave a slight rim around the center. Make this rim 
as small and shallow as possible.

Page 9

Dennis Cloutier

continued on page 10
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MY HOME METHOD

Turning A Pepper Mill

CrushGrind mechanisms are available at 
many places these days. Three places that 
I have dealt with are: (They haven’t sent 
me any money either.)

Lee Valley Tools
The Beall Tool Company

Craft Supplies USA

SOURCES

Page 10

continued from page 9
8. Cut into your jam chuck to give yourself a little room 
to cut a slightly concave profile into the bottom of your 
mill. This will keep it from wobbling on the table.
9. Sand the body of the mill.
10. Remove the tail stock and VERY CAREFULLY cut 
away your rim. Keep your speed very low for this step as it 
is easy to knock the body loose at this point. If the blank 
wobbles too much to do this cut, then just sand the nub off 
by hand.
11. Make a jam chuck for the cap. Mount the cap on the 
jam chuck and bring up the tail stock to steady it. Turn the 
cap to whatever shape you like. Again you’ll have to leave 
a nub around the tail stock, but make it as small as you 
can. 
12. Back away the tailstock and VERY CAREFULLY turn 
away the nub. This is a more secure cut than the cut in 
step 10, but you still should keep your speed fairly low in 
case you knock the cap off.
13. Sand the cap.
14. Apply the finish. I use three coats of Tung oil, which I 
apply off of the lathe. I haven’t found any on lathe finishes 
which I think are durable enough for a pepper mill.
15. Glue the cap part of the mechanism into the cap, and 
the base part into the base. It may take some force to get 
the base into the mechanism. I press on the rim of the base 
with a small block of wood and tap it with a mallet if nec-
essary. I use epoxy glue and thicken it with a thickening 
agent supplied by the epoxy manufacturer. I thicken the 
glue to peanut butter consistency. This keeps the glue from 
running into the mechanism.
16. Once the glue has cured, mark the shaft and cut it off 
so that it projects 1 1/2” from the end of the body. Use a 
file to round the end over a bit and get rid of any rough 
edges.
17. Press the cap onto the shaft and make sure everything 
fits. If the cap is hard to remove, then lube the shaft with a 
little wax to make it slide easier.
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Platter - Bruce Campbell
12in x 1.5in - Maple - Wax.

Bowl - Kerry Deane-Cloutier
6in x 3in - Maple Burl - Tung Oil

Dish - Bruce Campbell
14in x 2in - Maple - Wax

Bracelet - Keith Hudson - Padauk 
& Spalted Maple - Mineral oil

Segmented Vase - Bill Fowle - 
Maple & Walnut - Shellawax

Platter - Olaf Lepper
13in x 1.5in - Maple - Shellawax

Urushi Bowl  - Kerry Deane-
Cloutier - Jerrah - Tung Oil.

Bowl - Bruce Campbell
12in x 3.5in - Maple - Wax

Rattle - Keith Hudson 
2in x 6in - Black Locust

Shellawax

Bowl - Bob James - 11in x 1.5in 
Cherry - Bees wax.
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PRESIDENT'S CHALLENGE

Small Dish - Peter McLaren - 
3.5in - Arbutus Burl - Buffed

Street Corner - Maarten 
Meerman - 5in x 8in - Cherry - 

Wipe on Poly

Salt Dish - Bob James - 5in x 4in 
x 1.5in - Cherry - Bees Wax.

Egg & Cup - Bob James
6in x 3.5 x 1in - Hazelnut

Bees & Carnuba Wax

Square Bowl Kerry
Deane-Cloutier 4in x 1in
Quilted Maple-Tung Oil

3 Axis - Merv Graham
6in x 1.5in - Oak

Water Base Floor Varnish

Marco Berera - 8.5in x 2in - 
Maple - Friction

CORNERS

Interpretable topic

Whatever this
means to you!

TURNING 101

Turning 101 Plans for 2009 - 2010
by Gerry Vickers

Sept 2009 - No Session

October 10, 2009 - Turning Between Centers
Project: Garden Dibbler, Honey Dipper, or maybe something 
new 

November 28 2009 - Christmas Decoration 

December 2009 - No Session - Hall is not available 

Plans for 2010 are not yet scheduled but tentatively sessions will 
be held on the last Saturday of each month

Contact Gerry Vickers for more information
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CLASSIFIEDS FOR SALE

Art Liestman's - MY SHOP'S TOO SMALL SALE
I've got to send some things to new homes.  I'll 
be offering up some very usable stuff that I just 
don't need (or have space for) including turning 
tools and accessories, pyrography tools, carving 
tools, woodworking tools and supplies, a small 
compressor, lots of books and some videos 
(turning and general woodworking), wood, and 
whatnot. In fact, my shop's so small, I'll have this 
stuff mostly outside.

Be there!
Time: 9 am to noon on Saturday, September 26th 
2044 PALLISER AVE., COQUITLAM

SHOP-BUILT WOOD LATHE, complete with 
bench, extra tool rest holder, various faceplates, 
live centre, drive centre, vacuum chuck adaptor 
and all necessary wrenches. One horsepower 
motor with 2-step jack shaft and 4-step drive 
pulley (8 speeds).
Motor is not included. Power re-conversion is 
required so new-owner input is possible. Spindle 
is 1” by 8TPI with #2 Morse tapers in head and 
tail stocks. 
Capacity: 18” swing over bed and 48” between 
centres. Not exactly 'state of the art', this 
machine looks a bit, well, a lot rough but is very 
solidly built. It is large enough to produce 
significantly large bowls and spindles. A good 
chance to move up in size without breaking the 
bank.

Asking price: $500
Contact ED PRETTY at: 604-888-5967 or email 
at efpretty@shaw.ca

FREE TO A GOOD HOME

Two pieces of Peg-Board taken out of my 
previous shop & not needed now.
4’ x 7’ x 1/8”;  3’ x 6’8” x 1/4”
Contact ALLAN CUSWORTH at 604-534-6223
or acusworth@telus.net

BANDSAW BLADES

R&D 1/2” x 93” - 3 tooth $10.00
R&D 3/8” x 93 1/2” - 10 tooth $6.00
R&D 3/16” x 93 1/2” - 10 tooth $5.00
BusyBee 1/8” x 93 1/2” - 15 tooth $10.00
I put riser block in my band saw and now use 
105” blades.
Contact ALLAN CUSWORTH at 604-534-6223
or acusworth@telus.net

FOUR (3) SMALL PARTS BOXES W/HANDLE
(House of Tools), 21 compartments, 11” x 14” x 
2 1/2” high -New - still wrapped in plastic. Great 
for organizing fasteners or pen parts.

Price - $5.00 each
Contact ALLAN CUSWORTH at 604-534-6223
or acusworth@telus.net

THREE (3) DRAWER GLIDES AND ROLLERS
c/w centre guide & socket, with side rollers & 
screws. Good quality. New, in packages. Great for 
putting drawers in a workbench.

Price - $5.00 each
Contact ALLAN CUSWORTH at 604-534-6223
or acusworth@telus.net

10” HEAVY DUTY TILTING ARBOR CABINET 
TABLE SAW, Busy Bee Model B524, 3 HP, Single 
Phase, 220V Motor, 2 Carbide Blades, c/w Mobile 
Base for this saw. Standard fence, plus it also has 
12 ft Table Extensions with HD Fence. Originally 
purchased for $1520.00 from Busy Bee in 1989, 
and is in good condition. Original receipt and 
Owners Manual are available. Machine weighs 
approx. 500 lbs. The owner is a neighbour of 
Allan Cusworth and wants to sell this machine for

$100.00 (Scrap Metal Value)
Contact ALLAN CUSWORTH at 604-534-6223
or acusworth@telus.net
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NOTE FROM ART LIESTMAN
Wes Bevan is a member of the Pacific Woodworkers Guild. 
He is looking for someone to write a column on turning for 
a newsletter he writes. He sent me an ad for our newsletter.
Do you enjoy sharing your turning knowledge?
Here’s your chance:-
Ask the WoodShop Teacher is looking for contributors for 
their newsletter. The target market is home-based 
woodworkers focusing on furniture and household goods 
but who use the lathe occasionally. If you would like more 
information about a monthly column on the fundamentals 
of turning please email me at Wbevan@shaw.ca or call 
604-649-4350.

LIBRARY OVERDUE ITEMS
Gerry Vickers

Our Executive has been hard at work locating and 
collecting items that are overdue from our Library. To those 
who have been successful, please bring the items and/or 
money that you have collected for those missing items.
To anyone who may have an overdue item, please bring it 
to the September meeting to avoid penalties.
I would like to get them into the library by the September 
meeting.

Once again we are in need of Volunteers to sign up for 
the Annual Wood Show. We need both hosts to man 
the display and talk to people as well as 
demonstrators to show what woodturning is all about.
Volunteering gives you access to the show for the day 
at no charge.
Parking for members working in the booth will be 
covered by the Guild. Bring parking receipts to Fred 
Baldwin to arrange reimbursement.
Pick a time from the list below and drop me an email 
at mervgraham@shaw.ca

Set Up Thursday Oct 15: 3 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Show Day Friday Oct. 16: 12 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Show Day Saturday Oct. 17: 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Show Day Sunday Oct. 18: 11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
2 p.m. - closing
about 5 p.m.xxxxx

VANCOUVER WOOD SHOW

Sign Up Now Avoid The Rush

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

PRESIDENT
Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605

VICE PRESIDENT
Larry Stevenson 604-940-9760

SECRETARY
Claudia Hayward 604-462-7597

TREASURER
Fred Baldwin 604-812-4972

MEMBERS AT LARGE
Jim Johnson 604-937-3275
Peter McLaren 604-533-1939
Gregg Parsons 604-542-9066
Ed Pretty 604-888-5967
Merv Graham 604-272-3525
Steve Kent 604-937-0145

LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ADVISOR
Don Hoskins 604-939-6808

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATORS
Marco Berera 604-274-7594
Steve Hansen 604-585-0638
Larry Stevenson 604-940-9760

LIBRARIAN
Gerry Vickers 604-463-0760

FOOD CHIEF
Lance Rossington 604-462-9985

FOCUSONFUNDAMENTALS COORDINATOR
Dennis Cloutier 604-468-0605

FOCUSONFORMANDFINISH LEADER
Larry Stevenson 604-940-9760
Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605

TECHTALKTABLE LEADER
Bruce Campbell 604-944-3028

TURNING 101
Gerry Vickers 604-463-0760

NEWSLETTER
Allan Cusworth Editor 604-534-6223
acusworth@telus.net
Barry Wilkinson Publisher604-536-6870

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Georgette McLaren 604-533-1939
John Weir 604-524-5831

WEBMASTER
Ivan Cvekic 604-275-8459


